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1 Introduction

Abstract: Geographical routing is an area of interest for In the last few decades, continuous development of wirewireless sensor networks because of its scalability and local less sensor technology has enhanced scalability and usdecision making capability. Usually, geographical routing ability with reducing the manufacturing and maintenance
protocols rely on greedy approach and suffer from the void cost. As a result, wireless sensor networks (WSNs) become
node problem (VNP). This paper presents an angular three- a prime technology for remote monitoring applications
dimensional routing protocol (A3DR) for wireless sensor [28, 32]. The WSN composed of a large number of low cost
networks. In A3DR, the next hop is selected from nodes portable smart wireless sensor nodes to monitor the enviavailable in solid angle decided dynamically based on net- ronment where each node is a combination of two systems:
work density, i.e., larger solid angle for sparse networks wireless communication and embedded systems. A node
while a smaller angle for dense one. The delay based con- consists of a set of embedded sensors, along with limited
tention mechanism has been proposed to select a suitable resources (e.g., processor, memory, battery and optional
forwarding node among nodes lying in a particular solid GPS, etc.) and communicates via wireless channel (e.g.,
angle. A3DR has a provision to adaptively tune the solid an- Wi-Fi, ZigBee, UVB, Bluetooth etc.) [27]. Some of the appligle to resolve the void node problem. Further, the proposed cations of WSNs are agricultural crop monitoring, ocean
protocol A3DR will take care of traffic congestion problem environment monitoring, gas detection in coal mines, dissuffered by beaconless routing protocol. The A3DR tackle aster prediction, habitat surveillance, home automation,
the concave void problem by allowing conditional back- military operations, industrial monitoring and many more
tracking to find another suitable path and prevent looping. [33].
Additionally, A3DR address overhear problem by utilizing
The objective of WSN is to sense the environment, prothe concept of request-to-forward and clear-to-forward for cess data, and send it to the sink node. The network may
the nodes lying outside the solid angle 60∘ . The perfor- be multihop in nature so, a routing algorithm is required
mance of proposed A3DR is compared with existing pro- to transmit/forward the data towards the sink. Further, it
tocols by implementing it on the INET framework under is assumed that nodes know their location by means of
OMNET++ simulator. The simulation results indicate that GPS or any localization technique [12]. Hence, it is easy to
A3DR achieves a high packet reception rate while maximiz- work with geographic routing protocols (GRPs). GRPs are
ing the residual energy and minimizing traffic overhead.
also known as location-based, position based or geometric
routing protocols.
Keywords: Geographical Routing, Angular Routing, Backtracking, Concave Void, Random Topology, Wireless Sensor
networks

1.1 Issues in geographic routing protocols
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In most of the GRPs, nodes are located in the 2D plane
[19, 24, 26]. However, there are some networks deployed
in hilly area, high buildings, underwater or underground
where nodes can not be identified in the 2D plane and require additional dimension as height other than length
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and breadth in 2D. Further, GRPs rely on greedy forwarding the scheduled timer, the node forwards the packet which
where the packet is forwarded to the next neighbor, which may be heard by other scheduled nodes, such nodes canis nearer to the sink node. While choosing the next neigh- cel their forwarding schedule. If such scheduled nodes are
bor the forwarding algorithm face the void node problem out of reachability of current forwarder, then the previous
where no suitable neighbor node is available. This condi- node takes the responsibility of cancelling the forwarding
tion is known as void node problem (VNP) or local minima schedule. Here, the hidden node problem may occur which
problem, which may lead to routing failure. Usually, rout- is handled by request-to-forward (RTF) & clear-to-forward
ing protocols [1, 29] consider Unit Ball Graph radio model (CTF) mechanism. (iii) Recovery from VNP problem: the
to preserve the connectivity. That means, it is assumed that algorithm initially starts with the greedy mode, and when
if two nodes are in certain communication range then these packet stuck with void node then it provides recovery from
nodes can communicate directly. Practically, it is not al- VNP. Moreover, if packet stuck with concave void then it
ways true because of channel interference, multipath fad- provides backtracking mechanism and blocks such path
ing, obstacles or sender battery power limitation. So packet for further transmissions. (iv) Connectivity-based model:
forwarded by the sender may not be received at next hop/ the A3DR uses a modified version of the Unit Ball Graph
destination. Each node has to maintain the location infor- (UBG) radio model. The modification includes calculation
mation of some other nodes (e.g., neighbor, sink) to forward of solid angle α which is based on fixed communication
the packet. In some protocols, the location is maintained range. On the other hand, if two nodes can hear each other
using periodic beacons. The periodic beacons create extra then these are connected otherwise they are disconnected.
overhead on the network and consume lot of energy so it When next hop forwards the packet, the sender overhears
should be avoided or minimized. To resolve the problem this packet and assumes that one of its neighbors has forof periodic beacons, beaconless or contention based geo- warded the packet. If the packet is not overheard by the
graphical routing approaches [6, 7, 14, 15, 31] are also come sender, it assumes that no suitable neighbor is available in
in the picture. The existing contention based algorithms the conical region and retransmits the packet by increasing
work fine with certain network topologies and may cause the solid angle. (v) No beaconing required for the routing
the highly traffic congestion in some other topologies.
protocol: the protocol does not require any routing information exchange with other nodes. Therefore, beacons are
not required for the proposed routing protocol.
1.2 Contribution of the research
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section
2 describes related research work done in the literature.
Considering the issues mentioned above in multihop 3D The detail description about A3DR protocol is presented
wireless networks, an angular 3D geographical routing in section 3. The results and performance are discussed in
(A3DR) algorithm has been proposed in this paper. These section 4. At last, section 5 concludes the research paper
issues include the problem of ignoring 3rd dimension. The with future directions.
A3DR offers the following desirable properties: (i) Dynamic
solid angle based forwarding: initially, the node calculates
solid angle towards the sink, so the packet is forwarded
2 Related Work
in the desired region only. Hence, angle based forwarding
reduces undesirable flooding and lead to minimize the enThe GRPs operate in two working modes (i) greedy mode
ergy consumption. The solid angle is an angle in 3D space
and (ii) recovery mode (or bypass mode). Initially, GRP
by considering the line joining sender node to sink node
starts with greedy mode and switches to the recovery mode
as base line and surrounded by conical shape structure.
when VNP problem occurs [11, 16]. The researchers have
rd
Thus, it takes care about 3 dimension. The solid angle
made an effort to fix the VNP problem with face routing and
is increased only in the cases when no suitable forwardproposed Greedy-Face-Greedy (GFG) [4], Greedy Perimeter
ing node is available in lower value of the solid angle. (ii)
Stateless Routing (GPSR) [19] and other variants [21, 23].
Delay based contention mechanism to select a forwarding
These protocols rely on the planarity of the network [2, 11].
node and avoid the traffic congestion: if more than one
Planarity refers to draw the graph in a plane and two edges
node present inside the solid angle then contention mechmust not cross each other. The Gabrial Graph (GG) and
anism has been proposed to avoid the traffic congestion.
Relative Neighbor Graph (RNG) are techniques to convert
When a node inside the solid angle receives the packet,
any 2D network to simple planar graph such that no two
it schedules the transmission of the packet according to
connecting edges of the nodes cross each other and draw in
dynamic delay timer (as given in equation 2). On expiring
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(a) Case 1: Void with backtracking at same previous node is only
option

(b) Case 2: Concave void where angle theta is greater
than 90∘
Figure 1: Concave Void Problem

a simple plane. This condition might not be possible in 3D
topology [2, 5, 16]. The researchers have tried to get recovery
from VNP in 3D networks [11, 16]. The problem becomes
more complicated when packet stuck with the concave void.
The concave void is a condition where successive nodes
have the only option of backtracking i.e., choosing the next
successive node with an angle more than 90∘ [9, 18, 34].
The two examples of the concave void are shown in Figure 1
where recovery from case 2 (as depicted in Figure 1b) is
relatively easy, but most of the protocol are not able to get
recovery from case 1 as shown in Figure 1a.
Taking care of the third dimension, GDSTR-3D [35], Multihop Delaunay Triangulation (MDT) [22], WEAVE [20], 3D
real-time geographical routing protocol (3DRTGP), OnionMap [5] and some other protocols came into the picture.
Zhou et al. [35] proposed GDSTR-3D where each node keeps
two-hop neighbor information and sets up convex hull tree
to route the packet around the void nodes. The maintenance
of two hop information is quite memory consuming. Simon
S. Lam and Chen Qian [22] have extended S4 algorithm
and introduced MDT routing protocol. MDT uses virtual

links to handle the VNP problem and dynamic topology
changes. The MDT produces a good packet reception ratio
and routing stretch, but end-to-end delay is very high. The
WEAVE [20] protocol used the concept of checkpoints and
waypoints to route the packets in large-scale 2D and 3D
networks.
Giruka and Singhal proposed the Angular Routing Protocol (ARP) [10]. In ARP, nodes use a combination of greedy
and angle based forwarding. Each node knows its own position and the position of one hop neighbors by means of
the beaconing process. This protocol uses restrictive beaconing rather than periodic beaconing. When packet stuck
with void node, then it selects a neighboring node that
makes the minimum angle with the destination, among
available neighbors within its transmission range. Additionally, packet header maintains a history of previously
visited five nodes to prevent choosing a next hop which is
already present in the packet header. Such prevention may
lead to routing failure in case of concave void where the
previous node is the only node to recover from VNP.
Most of the above discussed approaches use periodic
beacons to ensure connectivity. In reality, maintaining connectivity all the time is not a good idea in any ad hoc or
sensor network. A node requires the next hop only when it
has data packets to transmit. To avoid the periodic beacons,
Heissenbuttel et al. proposed contention based beacon-less
routing algorithm (BLR) [14]. The contention is applied to
the nodes which are in fixed 60∘ angle. If no node inside the
specified angle then apply the planarization process similar
to GPSR. The BLR suffers from collision when nodes have
the same progress (projection) towards the destination. It
cannot handle void region in the 3D network.
Rubeaai et al. [29] proposed 3DRTGP and introduced
the idea of an adaptive packet forwarding region (PFR) so
that a transmitted packet can be received in PFR only. Initial PFR value is determined based on network density, but
if any node in given PFR does not receive the packet, then
it increases the PFR twice every time until finding a forwarding node or covers the maximum possible coverage
area. Every time increasing PFR twice may lead to higher
congestion because of exponential growth in PFR, which
can cover too much forwarding nodes. Moreover, each node
maintains three types of lists named BroadcastList, RetransmitList, and VoidNodePacketList to track the packet so that
nodes can take routing decision. The sender nodes maintain BroadcastLists and RetransmitLists but each neighbor of the sender has to maintain the VoinNodePacketList
which maintains the angle information independently. The
maximum size of each list depends on the number of source
nodes, packet rate and packet lifetime. So, storing and
maintaining these three lists may lead to higher storage
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cost. The researchers have also provided dual path routing schemes (EDGR [17] and GGNG [25]) to produce better
reliability. In EDGR, the 3D network is projected to 2D to
get recovery from void node problem. Such transformation
may lead to routing failure. Additionally, Alaa E. Abdallah
[1] has proposed partial flooding-based routing algorithms
for providing high delivery with lower routing overhead.
Due to flooding nature, these algorithms could not provide
data delivery in energy efficient manner.

3 Proposed A3DR Protocol
This section presents a detailed description of the A3DR
protocol. It includes required assumptions, overview, algorithms and other necessary detail.

3.1 Assumptions
1. The network consists of randomly distributed n number of nodes where neighbors are connected with
symmetric links and each node knows its own and
sink node’s 3D coordinates. The symmetric link is
when the channel conditions are similar in the two
ways source to destination and contrariwise, as collisions, channel interference, and throughput.
2. V is volume of geographical region where network
with n number of wireless nodes are deployed. The
3D volume (V) of the target network is known in prior,
and the spherical transmission range of each node is
R meters. The V and R values are used to calculate
the initial solid angle α which is used to find the next
hop towards the sink node.

3.2 Protocol Overview
The protocol has been divided into four sub algorithms mentioned as the algorithm 1 up to 4. At the time of network
deployment, each node executes algorithm 1 to initialize
the necessary variables and methods for the network. When
a node has data to transmit, it makes itself as a source node
and executes algorithm 2 which is responsible for initializing and transmitting the packet. When the transmitted
packet reaches to the next hop, it starts algorithm 3 to check
for certain conditions and take decision accordingly. Algorithm 3 is the core of this paper where condition checking and respective decisions have been carried out. There
may be a condition where the next hop does not transmit
the packet. The sender recognizes this condition and ex-

ecutes algorithm 4 to retransmit the packet. The protocol
does not require beacon packets to exchange the information. Further, only nodes inside the limited conical region
of sender’s communication range could participate in the
routing process. Therefore, the proposed protocol reduces
the network overhead and minimizes the overall energy
conservation.
The source node initiates the routing procedure by assuming that the packet is already created by the upper layers where packetId and source address are included for
unique identification of the packet. In the beginning, source
node is current sender and in the entire paper, the sender
is considered as a current node which is forwarding the
packet. Each node has information about the sink node, so
no need to include it with the packet. In the beginning, it
is assumed that no one node knows the next hop address
towards the sink, so some initial packets to be broadcasted
in the solid angle. Additionally, each node maintains two
queues (i) ResendQueue contains the recently transmitted packets which are not forwarded by next hop, and (ii)
TransmittedQueue contains the packetId, source address
and lifetime of transmitted packets which are forwarded
by next hop. The purpose of the TransmittedQueue is to
protect from looping by maintaining packet detail and taking decision according to network condition. The sender
node includes/updates angle α in the header of transmitted packet so that neighbors could check their availability
inside the conincal region. Each node deletes expired objects (packet or packet details) from both of the queues
periodically. The queues cannot have duplicate entries of
any packet.
ResendQueue_length = TransmittedQueue_length
= no_of _sources × packet_rate × lifetime

(1)

So, the maximum number of packets at any node is
restricted to packets generated by all the sources in the
lifetime of one packet because packets should be removed
from queues after expiring the lifetime. The equation of
computing the Queues length is given in equation 1. Following parts of this section describes each algorithm one
by one.
Algorithm 1 executes at each node during network initialization. The node clears its ResendQueue and TransmittedQueue, sets nexthop address as null, initializes
max_delay according to network condition and computes
initial value of solid angle α using equation 6.
The source node executes algorithm 2 to transmit the
data packet. The node includes current sender address,
sender coordinates, α and packet lifetime with header of
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Algorithm 1 Initialization
1: ResendQueue.clear()
2: TransmittedQueue.clear()
3: nextHopAddress = null
4: initialize max_delay
5: Calculate the initial value of angle α as α1

Figure 2: Packet header format

Algorithm 2 Transmitter (packet)
1: packet.senderAngle = α
2: packet.senderAddress = selfAddress
3: packet.senderPos = selfCoordinates
4: packet.nextHop = nextHopAddress
5: Insert packet in ResendQueue
6: set timer T out
7: if (nextHopAddress == null) then
8:

Transmit packet to one hop broadcast

9: else

Transmit packet to multicast (nextHop, prevHop)
11: end if

10:

contention period forwards the packet on expiring its period. Other competitive nodes cancel their contention period on hearing this packet. When a sender node sends a
packet, it keeps a copy of this packet in its ResendQueue
(as depicted in algorithm 2). So, if next hop forwards the
packet, it is overheard. On overhearing the packet, sender
node deletes this packet from ResendQueue and inserts
its packetId, source address and lifetime to the TransmittedQueue.
[︁
(d − c)cos(θ) ]︁
t = max_delay 1 −
(2)
R
Additionally, sender maintains a timer value (T out ) to
monitor the adaptive solid angle α. If the packet is not forwarded by any neighbor in T out time then the sender assumes that there is no node inside the solid angle. In this
condition, there is a mechanism of retransmission after
increasing the α value. The process of increasing α and
retransmission is presented in section 3.4.
Other conditions of algorithm 3 are as follows: If receiving node is final destination, it accepts the packet and
notifies the previous node so that previous node deletes
this packet from ResendQueue. In case received packet is
inside the ResendQueue, it assumes that next hop has successfully forwarded the packet and deletes the packet from
ResendQueue after keeping the packet detail in TransmittedQueue. The packet may be received to the node which
contains the packet identification detail inside its TransmittedQueue. This condition indicates looping problem which
is resolved by discarding this packet. Further, the current
Algorithm 3 Receiver (packet)
1: if (is Destination/Sink) then
2:
3:
4:

Figure 3: Conical region covered by the source node.

5:
6:

the packet before transmitting the packet. The header of
this data packet is shown in Figure 2.
On receiving the packet, each node executes algorithm
3. The packet is forwarded by one of the nodes which are
inside the solid angle α of the sender. Such nodes start their
contention period (t) calculated using equation 2. The parameters available in this equation are depicted in Figure 3
which indicates that different nodes will have either different distance from destination (c) or different angle (θ) or
both and as a result value of t will be different.
The contention period t is mapped from 0 to
max_delay for specified α sector. The node with lowest

7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:

Notify to previous host
Accept packet
else if (packet ∈ ResendQueue) then
store packetId and sourceAddress in TransmittedQueue
delete packet from ResendQueue
cancel T out
if (α > 30) then
transmitter (packet)
end if
if (nextHopAddress == null) then
nextHopAddress = packet.senderAddress
end if
Drop packet
else if (scheduled packet with timer) then
cancel schedule
Drop packet
else if (packet.nextHop == selfAddress) then
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19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:
37:
38:
39:
40:

transmitter (packet)
else if (packetId and sourceAddress ∈ TransmittedQueue && packet.senderAngle < 180) then
Drop packet
else if (packet.senderAngle ≥ 180) then
if (packetId and sourceAddress ∈ TransmittedQueue && α < 180) then
delete packetId and sourceAddress from TransmittedQueue
nextHopAddress = null
Resend(packet)
else
Drop Packet
end if
else if (packetId and sourceAddress ∈ TransmittedQueue && packet.senderAngle < 180) then
else
calculate θ
calculate delay
if (θ ≤ packet.senderAngle && α < 180) then
schedule packet to transmit after delay
else
Drop packet
end if
end if

receiving node multicasts the packet to previous node as
well as next hop if next hop address is not null. Other conditions related to receiving procedure are described in the
following sections.

3.3 Solid Angle Calculation
Suppose, V c is volume of the conical transmission region
(conical sector) of one node with the solid angle α (as depicted in Figure 3). The initial solid angle should be tuned
with the network density such that volume V c should contain N c number of nodes. The network density D, is number
of nodes per unit volume in the network which can be calculated as D = n/V. As we know, the number of nodes are
distributed in uniform random manner in the network. So,
division of number of expected nodes N c by network density will provide the volume V c for availability of N c nodes.
This is summarized in equation 3.
Nc
D
=⇒ V c × D = N c
Vc =

(3)

The volume of the conical region (V c ) is calculated using
equation 4 [13].
Vc =

2R3 π
(1 − cos(α))
3

(4)

Substituting the equation 4 and value of D in equation 3
n 2R3 π
×
(1 − cos(α)) = N c
V
3

(5)

3

π
The value of N c could be 1 ≤ N c ≤ 4nR
3V ,
i.e., corresponding to maximum value of α = 180∘ and
volume covered by one node with communication range
3
R is 4πR
3 . In the proposed algorithm, we expect one node
inside the conical sector as only one node is required for
packet forwarding. Therefore, set N c = 1.

n 2R3 π
×
(1 − cos(α)) = 1
V
3
(6)
[︁
3V ]︁
=⇒ α = cos−1 1 −
2nR3 π
The computed angle α using equation 6 is for 3D and
measured in unit degree (∘ ) [29]. The volume of the conical
region is depicted in Figure 3 where α is the solid angle.
Nodes n2 and n3 are present in the conical region, one of
them will be selected as the next hop towards sink node.
Initially, α is the same for each node, but it may vary for
the specific node according to the network condition. The
description of α variation is presented in section 3.4.
Example: Suppose, 3D target network area is 500m ×
500m × 200m that means volume V = 50000000m3 , communication range R = 100 meters, number of nodes in the
network n = 200 then the value of α will be 28.28∘ (according to equation 6).

3.4 Greedy Forwarding
Initially, the algorithm starts with greedy mode where the
packet is forwarded to the next forwarding node towards
the sink node. The communication channel should be in
listening mode till a packet is forwarded by any neighbor. If
the sending node does not overhear the packet in T out time,
it means there is no forwarding node inside the conical sector α. So, the node waits for timer expiry and then increases
the α by initial angle value α1. The packet is retransmitted
after increasing the α value. Here, the overhearing process
is for reliability point of view such that ensuring the packet
forwarding. The retransmission procedure is presented in
algorithm 4.
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is also overheard by the node A. Now, node A recognizes
this packet by checking ResendQueue. Thus, node A sets
next hop to the transmitting neighbor for further transmissions. Once next hop is set, no need to take care of θ or α.
This process continues until data reaches to the sink node.
To Take care of different network conditions, the following
cases should be addressed:

Algorithm 4 Resend (packet)
1: cancel T out
2: if (nextHopAddress == null) then
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:

if (α < 30 && α + α1 ≥ 30) then
α = 30
else if (α + α1 ≥ 180) then
α = 180
else
α = α + α1
end if
else
nextHopAddress = null
end if
set timer T out
Transmit packet to one hop broadcast

Case 1: Only one neighbor is present inside the solid
angle: In Figure 4, the node A has only one neighbor n1 in
its solid angle. When node n1 receives packets from A, node
n1 starts its contention period and forwards the packets on
expiring the contention period.

3.5 Next Hop Selection
To understand the next hop selection, let’s consider Figures 4 up to 7. Here, A and B are source and sink nodes
respectively and all other ni are intermediate nodes. When
node A wants to send a packet, it initiates the packet using
the required header and payload data, and then follow the
algorithm 2. The transmitted packet reaches to all neighbor nodes. On receiving the packet, node calculates the
angle θ and follows the algorithm 3. The angle θ is calculated using equation 7 by considering node A to the sender
(S), node B to the destination (D) and neighbors of node
A to neighbor (N). The 3D coordinates of S as (S x , S y , S z ),
D as (D x , D y , D z ) and N as (N x , N y , N z ). Where SN (i.e.,
S x −N x , S y −N y , S z −N z ) and SD (i.e., S x −D x , S y −D y , S z −D z )
are euclidean vectors.
θ = cos−1

[︁ SN.SD ]︁
|SN |.|SD|

(7)

In equation 7, the numerator part represents the dot
product of both of the vectors and the denominator part represents the multiplication of euclidean distances between
both of the vectors. After calculating the θ value, these
neighbors compare θ with α of the sender node (the α is
available in packet header). If θ is less than or equal to the
α, then neighbor node may become potential forwarder of
the packet. Otherwise, the packet should be discarded. The
node satisfies the forwarding condition starts its contention
period t using equation 2 and schedules packet forwarding
after t time. A node with lower contention period expires
first and transmits scheduled packet (applying algorithm
2) after updating the α, sender address and sender coordinates in the packet header. Other competitive nodes cancel
their schedule on hearing this forwarded packet. The packet

Figure 4: Case 1: Only one node inside the solid angle

Case 2: More than one neighbors are present inside the
solid angle and α<30∘ : As depicted in Figure 5, nodes n2
and n3 are available inside the solid angle. On receiving
the packet, both of the nodes start their contention period
according to equation 2. Suppose, contention period of n3
expired first, the node n3 will forward the packet. The node
n2 will also hear this packet because α of node A was less
than 30∘ so n2 is in communication range of n3 (according
to equation 8). Now, n2 cancels its contention schedule
knowing that another node already forwarded this packet.

Figure 5: Case 2: More than one nodes inside the solid angle and
α < 30
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In equation 8, chord is the maximum distance between any
two neighbors of the sender node. So, if α <= 30∘ then
chord <= R.
chord = 2 × R × sin(α)
(8)

cave void by repeating VNP handling procedure. In this
way, the packet reaches to the sink node if any single path
is available. Hence, only initial packets may suffer from the
VNP, and further transmissions follow the recovered path.

Case 3: More than one neighbors are present inside
the solid angle and α>30∘ : This case is similar to case
2 but here α of node A is greater than 30∘ (as shown in
Figure 6). It means two neighbors of node A may not be
in communication range of each other. Here, α > 30∘ so
chord will be greater than R. In this case, sender node (i.e.,
node A) has to take responsibility to inform other neighbors
for cancelling the contention schedule. The possibilities of
traffic congestion, among the nodes lying in the larger solid
angle are taken care of by using the concept of RTF & CTF
mechanism. The description about RTF and CTF is given in
subsection 3.6.
Figure 7: Case 4: No neighbor in forward direction, required backtracking

3.6 RTF and CTF Scenario

Figure 6: Case 3: More than one nodes inside the solid angle and
α > 30

Case 4: Void Handling and Backtracking: Sometimes α
value may exceed the 180∘ , but the node didn’t find any forwarding node (as shown in Figure 7). In this case, the node
backtracks the packet and blocks itself for further forwarding (but such node can send the packet as a source). When
a node receives the backtracked packet with α value greater
than 180∘ , then it assumes that the next hop didn’t find any
forwarding node and it looks for its TransmittedQueue to
check whether the received packet information is available
or not. If the packet information is not available in the TransmittedQueue, discard the packet, otherwise, if the packet
information is available in its TransmittedQueue then the
node increases its α value and forwards the packet greedily.
When blocked node overhears this packet, it updates its
nextHopAddress field so that it could send the packet as a
source node in future. If successive nodes are caught with
VNP, then such portion of the network is termed as concave
void. The A3DR protocol has the capability of handling con-

In this work, we have proposed a handshake message based
forwarding that avoids multiple forwarding. Each candidate node lying in the conical section starts contention
timer delay. The node whose contention expires sends a
request-to-forward (RTF) message to previous node and previous node communicates this information through clearto-forward (CTF) message to other nodes in the process
of competing for forwarding including node whose contention delay expired. The node whose contention delay
was expired, forward the packet while other nodes stop
contending as one has forwarded the packet. The RTF message contains address of RTF generating node as sender
address, and address of previous node is receiver address
along with packet id & binary flag. The flag is set only if RTF
message is generating on contention expiry. This is shown
in Figure 8.

Figure 8: RTF frame

Further, on receiving the RTF message, a node checks
the flag value and comes to know that a node has succeeded
in contention and ready for forwarding the packet. It will
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issue a CTF message to each candidate node after receiving
the CTF message. A node that has generated the RTF message forward the packet while other nodes come out from
the process of forwarding. The CTF contains sender address
as address of a node that has received RTF and address of
all candidate nodes as receiver addresses along with packet
id & flag value. This is shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9: CTF frame

Figure 10: Overhear problem resolution using RTF and CTF concept

in algorithm 4). Again, conical region maintenance and
next hop selection are similar to section 3.4 and section 3.5
respectively.

4 Simulation Results and
Discussion
The proposed protocol is implemented on the INET framework under the OMNET++ simulator. The simulation parameters are given in table 1. Other supporting protocols
(like 802.11 mac, IPv4 network layer protocol, UDP transport layer protocol etc.) are directly taken from ready made
INET framework. The nodes are deployed randomly where
four nodes are considered as the sources which are placed
at different corners of the network. The sink node is fixed at
the center of the network. The performance of A3DR is compared with the 3DRTGP [29], ARP [10], GPSR [19] and BLR
[14]. The competitive protocols BLR and 3DRTGP also used
the concept of packet overhearing. The 3DRTGP is based on
the packet forwarding region where the packet is forwarded
to the specified region only. It is not efficient to handle the
concave VNP due to limited backtrack capability. On the
other hand, GPSR uses greedy forwarding in the beginning,
and moves to perimeter mode when a greedy path does
not exist (i.e., void region). The perimeter mode requires
planarity of the network, which is calculated using GG [8]
by ignoring third coordinate. Hence, it may take a longer
path to deliver the packets. The purpose of using GG is to
show that planarity is not efficient for 3D networks. The ARP

Figure 10 depicts the resolution of multiple packets forwarding problem using handshake messages RTF and CTF.
Here, contention period of node 2 expires before contention
expiry of node 3. On expiry of contention period, node 2 Table 1: Simulation Parameters [29]
sends RTF to node 1 and node 1 send CTF in response of
RTF to node 2 & 3. On receiving the CTF, node 2 forwards Parameter
the packet while node 3 quits from the forwarding process. Simulator
Thus, multiple packet forwarding problem is resolved in
MAC
this case.

3.7 Route Maintenance
The node maintains a list of recently transmitted packets that are not overheard. If the forwarded packet is not
overheard till timer expiration, then it is assumed that the
packet has dropped. The cause of packet drop can be either
(i) heavy congestion or (ii) node failure. Lower layers deal
with the problem of heavy congestion. To recover from the
condition of node failure, the sender sets the next hop to
null and broadcasts the packet in solid angle (as depicted

Data Packet Size
Simulation Time
Packet Lifetime (expiry time)
Target Network Area
Communication Range
Initial Energy
Number of nodes
Bit-Rate
Packet rate
spherical hole (void) radius

Value
OMNET++ [30]
(INET 3.6.3 framework)
IEEE 802.11
(ad hoc mode)
32 bytes (UDP datagrams)
300 seconds
500 milliseconds
500m × 500m × 200m
40 to 120 meters
5.0J
100 to 500 randomly deployed
200 kbps
1 to 10 packets/sec
30 to 70 meters
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also uses greedy forwarding in the beginning and switch to
angle based forwarding when packet stuck with VNP. The
ARP does not support backtracking so, in some conditions,
it may not deliver the packet even if path is available. In
addition to these protocols, the results are also compared
with BLR i.e., contention based routing protocol where a
node becomes a potential forwarder which wins the contention in terms of minimum contention delay. In BLR, a
fixed 30∘ of angle (or 60∘ of full angle) has been considered
for as potential angle of forwarding, and if nodes are not
available in this fixed angle, then applied backup policy.
The backup policy is similar to the GPSR approach which
makes planar network and extracts the faces by using left
hand rule (or right hand rule).
Four types of experiments have been performed to
measure the results (i) the packet rate is 10 packets/sec,
the communication range is 100 meters and number of
nodes are varying from 100 to 500. (ii) The number of
nodes are 500, communication range is 100 meters and
packet rate varied from 1 to 10 packets/second for each
source node. (iii) The number of nodes is 200, packet rate
is 2 packets/second/source, spherical hole radius is 50
meters and communication range varied from 40 to 120
meters. (iv) The 200 nodes are deployed in dimension of
250m × 250m × 250m network, packet rate is 2 packets/sec,
communication range is 70 meters and spherical hole radius is varied from 30 to 70 meters. In the simulation study,
each scenario is tested on 10 different random networks
by changing 10 seed values uniformly selected in range
(10-100). Further, for each network 3 repeated executions
are carried out and each reported result is an average of
30 outputs. The variation in the results is represented by
confidence interval which is shown in graphs.
The performance of proposed protocol has been evaluated on the basis of packet reception ratio (PRR), end-toend delay, residual energy and network traffic. The PRR
is the ratio of total number of packets received at the sink
to the number of packets sent from source node. End-toend delay is the time difference between packet generated
at source node and delivered by the sink node. It is used
to evaluate the timing performance of the protocol. The
residual energy represents the lifetime of the network i.e.,
higher residual energy causes greater network lifetime. The
maximum part of energy is consumed in transmission and
reception of data. The data processing and computation
take very less energy. Hence, routing protocols focus on
minimizing the transmission and reception of packets. In
this simulation, the residual energy is calculated based on
the average of remaining energy at each node. The total
number of packets transmitted during simulation is termed
as network traffic. It becomes an overhead if the protocol

requires additional packets to deliver the message. In simulation study, number of transmitted packets is fixed (i.e.,
according to the packet rate), so the traffic overhead is computed according to the total number of transmissions that
occurred during the simulation.

4.1 Effect of varying number of nodes
The result depicted in Figure 11 indicates that A3DR provides almost 100% PRR in all the cases concerning the network density. The solid angle α calculation and its updation
are dependent on the network density, so variation in number of nodes is not affecting the reception ratio. Other competitive algorithms are suffering from some packet drops.
The 3DRTGP algorithm is angular broadcast in nature and
currently packet rate is set to 10 packets/second, so it is
creating too many redundant packets. As a result, it is suffering from traffic congestion and packet loss. The GPSR is
performing smoothly and PRR is increasing with increasing
the number of nodes in same network. It is possible because
packets get a better path for planarization based recovery
policy in dense networks. The reception ratio of ARP is increasing as increasing the number of nodes in the network.
The ARP cannot backtrack to the previous node in concave void condition, but when number of nodes increased
then probability of recovery from void node problem gets
increased. The case of BLR is slightly different because it
uses a fixed sector to forward the packet. When the number
of nodes is less, then there is less probability of occurrence
of node inside the sector. If nodes are not available inside
the sector, then it uses 2D planarization which may leads to
routing failure. As a result, less reception ratio in the case

Figure 11: Effect of varying number of nodes on packet reception
ratio
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Figure 12: Effect of varying number of nodes on end-to-end delay

Figure 13: Effect of varying number of nodes on overall residual
energy

of lower density of the network. On the other hand, when
density increases then there is more chance of occurring unnecessary transmissions increases in beacon based protocols (ARP and GPSR) on increasing the network density.
nodes at the same projection which can lead to collision.
The timing performance is shown in Figure 12. The In BLR protocol, higher network density causes identical
A3DR is running smoothly with constant end-to-end de- projection on line joining sender and sink nodes, which
lay with no effect of network density. Here, end-to-end de- leads to higher traffic congestion and redundant transmislay is depending on hop count and availability of nodes sions. Thus, number of transmissions increased in BLR. The
inside the initial solid angle. Some initial packets have to 3DRTGP protocol is generating too many redundant packdeal with void node problem and remaining packets follow ets due to angular flooding nature. The more the number
recovered path. Therefore, it is about 20-25 milliseconds of nodes lead to more redundant packets, which create diin all the experiments. The BLR is having minimum delay rect impact of number of nodes in the network. The packet
because either packets are receiving in case of path avail- transmission of proposed A3DR depends on angle based
ability or not receiving at all. The delay is calculated for conical sector which is directly proportional to the network
delivered packets only. GPSR and ARP are suffering from density. Additionally, forwarding node selection depends
relatively higher delay due to recovery from void problem on contention period which is free from periodic beaconin case of sparse network. But, when network density gets ing. Thus, it has minimized traffic and constant results on
increased then beaconing congestion cause the end-to-end different numbers of nodes in the network.
The results depicted in Figures 11 up to 13 and Table 2
delay. Therefore, these protocols always suffer from higher
denote
the effect of variation in network density. Here, it
delivery delay. The 3DRTGP also has to suffer from void
is
observed
that the proposed A3DR protocol is an efficient
node problem in case of 100 & 200 nodes which results in
higher end-to-end delay. Furthermore, end-to-end delay is protocol in terms of packet delivery, network energy and
network overhead. Some initial packets suffer from higher
minimized for other maximized network density.
The results presented in Figure 13 indicate that BLR end-to-end delay due to delay based contention mechanism
is energy efficient routing protocol but its reception ratio which results in moderate end-to-end delay.
is very less so nodes energy couldn’t be utilized. Hence, it
is showing the highest residual energy. ARP and GPSR are Table 2: Effect of varying number of nodes on network overhead
showing moderate energy consumption but these protocols
3DRTGP
ARP
BLR
A3DR
GPSR
couldn’t efficiently utilize energy by managing reception Number
ratio. Initially 3DRTGP starts with angular flooding but it of nodes
820414
77062
56967
78893
77030
generates uncontrolled redundant packets in the network. 100
200
1415228 85654
81001
75119
85567
The movement of redundant packets depletes the network 300
1841316 99674
83960
73169
98074
energy.
400
3023190 111001
133233
71892
111058
The effect of network density on network traffic is 500
3032580 125633
111266
70271
126106
given in Table 2. It is clearly shown that the number of
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Analysis: The formula for computing the α is given in
equation 6. Here, network volume V = 500 × 500 × 200,
communication range R = 100 and number of nodes (n)
varying from 100 to 500. When n = 100
[︁
3 × 500 × 500 × 200 ]︁
α = cos−1 1 −
2π × 100 × 1003
∘
=⇒ α = 40.42
We distributed nodes in uniform random manner so there
is a probability of occurrence of one next hop candidate for
each sender node in their conical section covered by angle
α = 40.42∘ . That means network is properly connected
and path exist from each source to sink node. Further, delay based contention approach is able to select congestion
free route. Thus, packets are delivering properly with 100%
success rate. When the number of nodes increased to 500,
the angle α will be:
[︁
3 × 500 × 500 × 200 ]︁
α = cos−1 1 −
2π × 500 × 1003
∘
=⇒ α = 17.78
It can be observed, while number of nodes in the network increased, the angle value get decreased. Therefore,
same trend is followed for higher density also. This is verified with simulation results shown in Figure 11.
The source nodes are placed at different corners of the
network. Suppose, 3D geographical locations are (0, 0, 0),
(0, 0, 200), (0, 500, 0) and (500, 500, 200). The sink node
is placed at the center of the network whose 3D coordinates are (250, 250, 100). The sink node is having equal
euclidean distance from each source. The euclidean distance between sink and source with position (0, 0, 0) is
calculated using euclidean formula
√︀
dist = (250 − 0)2 + (250 − 0)2 + (100 − 0)2 = 367.42
The distance of 367.42 meters with communication range
⌈︀
⌉︀
of 100 meters can be travelled in 367.42
= 4 hops in ideal
100
case. The nodes are randomly placed in the network so
average hop distance, between source node to sink node,
might be 4 to 6 hops. The average delay per hop distance
varies between 4 to 5 milliseconds. Therefore, the average
delay varies between 20 and 30 milliseconds. This variation
can be clearly seen in Figure 12.
There are 4 source nodes which are generating 10 packets/sec traffic for 300 seconds. So, total packets generated
are 4 × 10 × 300 = 12000. Each packet has to travel 4 to
6 hops before reaching to sink node. That means 48000
to 72000 transmissions are needed in ideal case. On the
other hand, multiple retransmissions due to packet loss
and some additional supporting transmissions (e.g. RTF

201

& CTF packets) also exist in practical scenario. Therefore,
total packet transmissions are slightly increased. When network density is high, then conical angle is smaller which
leads to lesser number of transmissions. While density is
low and number of nodes are 100, the angle α = 40.42∘
which is greater than 30∘ . Here, case 3 of section 3.5 might
be applicable and this case can be resolved using RTF CTF
concept which is given in section 3.6. Here, additional RTF
& CTF packets need to be propagated as a result overhead increases in lower density. The network overhead also affects
overall energy consumption. This analysis can be verified
with simulation results available in Table 2 and Figure 13.

4.2 Effect of Packet Rate
Since analyzing the effect of packet rate is important to
check the performance, it is presented in Figures 14 up
to 16 and Table 3. The number of nodes and communication range are set to 500 and 100 meters, respectively. The
results are tested on variation in packet rate from 1 to 10
packets/second per source. As we have already checked
the performance in subsection 4.1 at the packet rate of 10
packets/second where performance of A3DR was constant
on PRR and end-to-end delay. The same trend for PRR and
delivery delay is also followed on lower packet rates. The
variation in packet rate is not affecting the performance
of A3DR protocol and performing efficiently. The residual
energy is also decreasing and network traffic is increasing
on growing the packet rate which is a usual scenario.
Figure 14 illustrates the packet delivery pattern. The
BLR is providing almost 100% reception rate and it is decreasing on raising the packet rate. It is performing better
when packet rate is less than 5 packets/second and getting

Figure 14: Effect of varying packet rates on packet reception ratio
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Table 3: Effect of varying packet rates on overall packets transmitted
Packet
rate
1
2
4
5
8
10

Figure 15: Effect of varying packet rates on end-to-end delay

3DRTGP

ARP

BLR

A3DR

GPSR

452137
906339
1811490
2264941
3623252
3032580

79850
84881
95143
100422
115483
125633

6918
13516
26686
35021
141563
111259

7167
14057
27814
34741
55249
72271

78706
82586
90533
94389
106114
126106

The energy efficiency is inversely proportional to the
network overhead i.e., the lesser the overhead, the higher
the energy efficiency. The performance of these parameters
is depicted in Figure 16 and Table 3. Due to flooding nature,
the 3DRTGP protocol is generating too many redundant
packets as increasing the packet generation rate at source
nodes which results into quick energy depletion. On the
other hand, periodic beacons along with growing packet
rate are resulting moderate increment in network overhead
which also affects the overall residual energy. At the end,
A3DR has constant effect of packet rate and it is creating
very less additional packets. Thus, proposed A3DR protocol
is a traffic efficient protocol which lead to energy efficiency.

Analysis: The simulation parameters with 500 nodes for α
computation and hop distance prediction are same as subsection 4.1. Therefore, reception ratio and end-to-end delay
analysis is also similar to previous subsection for A3DR protocol. The simulation scenario depends on varying packet
rate from 1 packet/second to 10 packets/second. An average
Figure 16: Effect of varying packet rates on overall residual energy
of 4 to 6 hops are needed to transfer the packets between
source and sink nodes. There are 4 × 4 × 1 × 300 = 4800
congested on higher packet rate. So, it is performing worse to 6 × 4 × 1 × 300 = 7200 transmissions needed to dein terms of reception ratio. Meanwhile, 3DRTGP is not able liver the packet at sink node when 4 source nodes transto handle the network flooding which causes higher con- fer the packet at the rate of 1 packet/second for 300 secgestion and packet loss on different packet rates. The GPSR onds. On the other hand, when packet rate is set to 5 packand ARP have about same delivery because of beaconing ets/second then data transmission get increased and benature but GPSR losses relatively more packets because of comes 4 × 4 × 5 × 300 = 24000 to 6 × 4 × 5 × 300 = 36000.
planarization based recovery policy. The A3DR is working This variation in overall transmissions also affects network
constantly with ensuring guaranteed packet delivery.
energy in the same way. This trend will be followed for other
The delivery delay performance is shown in Figure 15. packet rates. This analysis verifies the simulation results
The GPSR is taking relatively more time because of its generated in Table 3 and Figure 16.
VNP recovery strategy. The ARP takes more delivery time
because of per node processing delay. The A3DR is running smoothly with average delay of 23 milliseconds. The 4.3 Effect of Communication Range
3DRTGP is able to provide minimum delay and able to deliver only about 67% of the packets. As a result the packet There are numerous sensor motes available according to
rate is having constant effect on end-to-end delay for the their specification and application [3]. Here, we are considgiven scenario.
ering the some applications, like agriculture in hilly area
(3D) and forest monitoring, where we need more devices
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with smaller distance to monitor the specific geographical
region. As per literature survey and study about specification of different motes & communication devices, it is
found that communication range of some standard sensors, for such applications, varies from 40 meters to 120
meters. Here, the number of nodes are set 200 and packet
rate is 2 packets/sec/source. The results are calculated on
the basis of varying communication range from 40 meters
to 120 meters. When the number of nodes are fixed and
communication range varies from smaller value to larger,
the network connectivity moves from weaker to stronger.
Also, the communication range is inversely proportional
to the hop count. The results calculated on the basis of different communication range are shown in Figures 17 up to
20.
The smaller value of communication range causes network disconnection which leads to lower delivery of the
packets. When communication range was 40 meters, only
half of the nodes were able to deliver the packet at sink node.
On increasing the communication range, nodes connectivity in the network get stronger. The effect of communication
range on reception ratio can be seen in Figure 17. The BLR
protocol is suffering from heavy packet loss when communication range is 40-60 meters. The problem with BLR is
fixed solid angle and recovery policy based on 2D plane.
The reception ratio improves with increased communication range. On the other hand, reception ratio decreases on
very high value of communication range because of fixed
angle based contention policy. The GPSR has only 25% and
43% reception ratio on the 40 meters and 60 meters of respective communication range due to greedy nature and
planarization based VNP management approach. Further,
only 29% and 47% packets could be received at sink node
in ARP protocol on smaller range.

Figure 17: Effect of communication range on packet reception ratio
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Figure 18: Effect of communication range on end-to-end delay

Figure 19: Effect of communication range on overall residual energy

Figure 20: Effect of communication range on overall packets transmitted
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The 3DRTGP protocol is able to provide relatively higher
delivery rate because of its broadcasting nature. Its delivery
ratio is 95% on communication radius of 80 meters and
beyond this range network gets congested which causes
degrading delivery rate. At the end, A3DR provides almost
guaranteed packet delivery even if any single path is available. The 50% and 75% reception ratio received at respective communication range of 40 and 60 meters because of
limited connectivity between source and sink. All packets
are receiving at sink node on longer communication range.
Other than reception ratio, the impact of communication range on delivery delay is shown in Figure 18. The
end-to-end delay is minimum in 3DRTGP, A3DR and BLR
Protocols in all combinations of communication range. On
the other side, GPSR and ARP protocols are taking longer
path and getting more delay in data delivery.
The maximum part of network traffic is affected by beaconing and broadcasting. The ARP and GPSR are beacon
based protocols where beacon transmissions needed periodically with smaller number of data packets. Therefore,
by increasing the communication range, only data packets
transmission is reduced which results in smaller impact
on overall traffic. In 3DRTGP protocol, too many redundant packets travelled via multiple intermediate nodes in
case of smaller communication range. On increasing the
communication range, the hop distance is minimized and
significantly reduces the network traffic. The BLR and A3DR
are beaconless protocols and minimize the network overhead. The BLR considers fixed larger conical region for next
hop selection, and so the overhead is significantly higher.
The proposed A3DR protocol utilizes varied sector size computed using communication range and minimized overall
network traffic. The network traffic always affects network
energy. This can be seen in Figures 19 and 20.

Here, network is connected with high probability to
ensure delivery of data from each source. The same trend
is followed for higher communication range also which is
verified with simulation results shown in Figure 17.
The distance between source and sink node is 367.42
meters. Consider the communication range of 40 meters
⌈︀
⌉︀
where data has to travel 367.42
= 10 hops between source
40
and sink in ideal case. As per variation in communication
range, per hop delay may vary between 3 to 6 milliseconds.
The nodes are randomly placed in the network so average
hop distance, between source node to sink node might be
12 or more. Therefore, average delay would be greater than
60 milliseconds. In case of communication range of 120
meters, the 4 hops are sufficient to data delivery which
leads to smaller delivery time (i.e., about 20 milliseconds.
This variation can be verified with the results depicted in
Figure 12.
There are 4 source nodes which are generating 2 packets/sec traffic for 300 seconds. So, total packets generated
are 4 × 2 × 300 = 2400. The smaller number of packets
could reach to sink because of network disconnection in
lower communication range. In case of 40 meters range,
each packet has to travel more than 12 hops before reaching
to the sink node. The results available in Figure 17 indicates
less than 1200 packet delivery. So, traffic generated is about
12×1200 = 14400 transmissions. In addition to that, lot of
packets may be transmitted during reaching to intermediate
path and multiple backtracking, overhear problem resolution with RTF-CTF concept and retransmissions because
of packet loss. The packet transmissions directly impacts
the residual energy of the network. This analysis shows the
similarity with simulation results available in Figure 20 and
19.

Analysis: For given network when radius R = 40, the α is
computed using equation 6:
[︁
3 × 500 × 500 × 200 ]︁
α = cos−1 1 −
2π × 200 × 403
∘
=⇒ α = 149.89

4.4 Effect of Hole size

The probably one next hop candidate could occur in sector
covered by angle α = 149.89∘ which indicates uncertainty
about network connectivity. Each source node may not be
reachable to the sink node and packet reception rate shall
decrease. When communication range increase to 100, the
angle α will be:
[︁
3 × 500 × 500 × 200 ]︁
α = cos−1 1 −
2π × 200 × 1003
∘
=⇒ α = 28.28

The spherical hole is placed at the center of the network
and packets have to go through this hole during packet
delivery to the sink node. The hole size varies as per variation in radius of the hole. The effect of hole size on different parameters is displayed in Figures 21 up to 23. Further,
four source nodes are randomly selected at one side of
the void region whereas sink node is fixed with 3D coordinates (240, 125, 125) to another side of the void region
such that each source has to pass the packet through void
region. The packet rate is fixed to 2 packets/sec, communication range is 70 meters and 200 nodes deployed in the
network of 250m × 250m × 250m dimension. There is no
effect of hole size on A3DR protocol. It is able to deliver each
packet even if any single path exists. On the other hand
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other competitive algorithms are suffering from packet loss.
As hole region is spreading, the delivery ratio of other algorithms degrades. In BLR protocol, when radius of hole is
increase to 60 meters then one of the source node lost its
connectivity and delivery ratio is gone below to 75% and it
is degraded to 50% on hole size radius of 70 meters. This
can be seen in Figure 21.
The major impact of hole size can be seen on end to
end delay. On expanding the hole size, the path length will
increase which impacts end to end delay. It can be seen
in Figure 22, the impact of hole size on A3DR protocol is
minimum whereas other protocols are suffering from higher
end to end delay on larger the hole size.
The hole size also affects the overall network overhead.
The path length increases on widening the hole size which
affects the network overhead. It can be seen in Figure 23, the
impact of hole size on A3DR protocol is minimum because
of judicial formulation of contention period. The other com-
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petitive protocols are suffering from higher overhead packets due to improper contention period formulation or beaconing process. The effect on residual energy is plotted
in Figure 24 which indicates increasing hole size causes
decreasing residual energy. The effect of greater hole size
causes longer route in terms of hop count which increases
overall packet transmissions and leads to more energy depletion. This energy depletion trend is clearly visible in the
plot. The figure denotes that hole size variation having minimum impact on residual energy of A3DR protocol. Other
competitive protocols suffering from relatively more energy
loss.
It can be concluded that A3DR has no impact on delivery ratio and minimum impact of greater hole size on end
to end delay and total packet transmissions. Therefore, it
is outperforming other existing geographical routing protocols.

Figure 23: Effect of varying hole size on overall packets transmitted

Figure 21: Effect of varying hole size on packet reception ratio

Figure 24: Effect of varying hole size on overall residual energy

Figure 22: Effect of varying hole size on end-to-end delay
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Analysis: The network volume V = 250 × 250 × 250, communication range R = 70 and number of nodes n = 200
[︁
3 × 250 × 250 × 250 ]︁
α = cos−1 1 −
2π × 200 × 703
∘
=⇒ α = 26.97
The conical sector covered by angle α = 26.97∘ provides sufficient confidence about network connectivity. The
spherical hole with maximum radius of 70m placed at
center of the network. The 3D coordinates of center are
(125, 125, 125) which indicates the hole is not able to connect with network boundary and path exist between source
and sink with more density. Thus, packets may be delivered
properly with higher reception rate. This is verified with
simulation results shown in Figure 17.
The source nodes are placed at opposite side of
the hole with respect to the sink node with coordinates
(240, 125, 125). Suppose, 3D geographical location of one
of the source is (0, 125, 125), so the path between source to
sink node is going through the spherical void region. Now
consider the void with smaller radius of 30m, one side void
boundary coordinates will be (125 − 30, 125 − 0, 125 − 0) =
(95, 125, 125) and coordinate (125 + 0, 125 + 0, 125 + 0) =
(155, 125, 125) for the other side. Further, packet has to
move through void boundary which is half of the circumference (Rπ) i.e., 30π = 94.25m. Thus, route between
source to sink node is divided in three segments: (i) path
between source and one side of void boundary with euclidean distance 95m i.e., (0, 125, 125) to (195, 125, 125),
(ii) path along with void boundary with distance 94.25m,
and (iii) path between other side of void boundary and sink
node with euclidean distance 85m i.e., (155, 125, 125) to
(240, 125, 125). Here, total distance of (95 + 94.25 + 85 =
⌈︀
⌉︀
= 4 hops in
274.25m) to be covered and requires 274.25
70
ideal case. Practically, it might be 5 to 7 hops which may
create 25 to 35 milliseconds delivery delay. The results depicted in Figure 18 verifies this claim at hole radius size of
30m.
On the other hand, when void radius reaches 70m, the
distance of three segments become: (i) 55m i.e., euclidean
distance between (0, 125, 125) and (125 − 70, 125 −
0, 125 − 0) = (55, 125, 125), (ii) 70π = 220m i.e., half
circumference along void boundary, and (iii) 45m i.e., euclidean distance between (125 + 70, 125 − 0, 125 − 0) =
(195, 125, 125) and (240, 125, 125). Ideally, total hop dis⌈︀
⌉︀
tance of (55 + 220 + 45 = 320m) to be covered in 320
70 = 5
hops. The more hop distance might be required in practical
case which may cause higher delivery delay.
The 4 source nodes generate 2 packets/sec traffic for
300 seconds i.e., total 4 × 2 × 300 = 2400 packets. Each
packet has to travel about 5 to 7 hops which may create

12000 to 16800 transmissions in ideal case. Here, multiple retransmissions due to packet loss and some additional
supporting transmissions (e.g. RTF & CTF packets) might
be required in practical scenario. Therefore, total packet
transmissions are slightly increased. On the larger hole size,
the average hop count will increase and may create additional transmissions. The network overhead also affects
overall energy consumption. This analysis can be verified
with simulation results available in Figure 20 and Figure 19.

5 Conclusion and Future Directions
A dynamic angle-based three-dimensional geographical
routing protocol A3DR has been presented in this paper. The
key idea is to choose a dynamic solid angle based on network density for packet forwarding. Further, the proposed
protocol is able to solve the void node problem and avoid
the network congestion using contention delay concept.
The effective formulation for delay has been carried out
that generate different delay even the nodes have same projection, distance or angle. Also, the protocol has resolved
the overhear problem for a node lying outside the hearing
region by RTF and CTF concept. The effectiveness of A3DR
protocol has been evaluated using INET framework under
OMNET++ simulator. The performance has been checked
by varying network density, packet rate, communication
range and hole size. The A3DR protocol is able to provide
more than 99% delivery ratio while minimizing the end-toend delay, energy expenditure and network overhead. The
simulation results have proven that A3DR is outperforms
existing geographical routing schemes.
The effectiveness of proposed protocol is yet to be verified on real test-bed. The extension of A3DR can be used
to minimize the path length by extending to anchor based
approach. Additionally, this protocol can be extended for
mobile networks, but one has to care of mobility issue and
route expiration time.
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